
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, June 16 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

10 WATCH ME NOW N 2-1 

5 PURAMERI 4-1 

7 ARNIE’S ANGEL 4-1 

2 TOP HONORS 6-1 

WATCH ME NOW N was in a very tough spot in her first start of the year then raced pretty well against 

considerably tougher mares in her last two starts. She comes off a three week layoff for a good layoff 

trainer, takes a key drop, and is the fastest here if ready…PURAMERI had no shot from post 8 in last at 

Yonkers, drops and handles this track well…ARNIE’S ANGEL does her best racing around three turns but 

she does have a couple of wins over this track and she fits well here, especially with Dunn in the 

bike…TOP HONORS was in too tough in last but her prior form against weaker was good.  

RACE 2 

8 PASSA-GRILLE BEACH 5-2 

7 THANOS 3-1 

1 VASARI N 5-1 

3 TRE CRUZ 5-1 

PASSA-GRILLE BEACH has been off his best form but takes a sharp drop in class here…THANOS was used 

hard making two moves to the lead and gave way in last; drops…VASARI N gets a key driver change to 

Dunn and may show more…TRE CRUZ has raced gamely around three and four turns, tries the big track.  

RACE 3 

7 QUEEN OF SUCCESS 6-5 

3 NATASHA 4-1 

5 KICKUPYAHEELS N 4-1 

2 DRESDEN 4-1 

QUEEN OF SUCCESS comes off a game second behind classy Boudoir Hanover and has a class edge here.  

RACE 4 

5 D’APPER 2-1 

3 KARABOUDJAN 5-2 

9 CHEZACTIC 9-2 

8 MOMMAMIA VOLO 9-2 

D’APPER got a good first over tightener off the layoff in last and should be ready for sharp barn.  

 

RACE 5 

8 CHILLIN BYTHE POOL 4-1 

2 TRANS MEANIE 4-1 

5 HARMONY OF NOTES 4-1 

4 PATTYCAKE MOOSS 4-1 



CHILLIN BYTHE POOL beat weaker nicely two back then had a tough trip at this level in last…TRANS 

MEANIE lost by a neck against weaker in last but gets Bongiorno back in the bike and she’s the only mare 

that shows a win at this level…HARMONY OF NOTES ships in from The Meadows with a barn change and 

speed and picks up Gingras; one to catch…PATTYCAKE MOOSS was David Miller’s choice over the 5.  

RACE 6 

5 JIGGY JOG S 2-5 

7 PRETENDER 6-1 

3 SLAY 8-1 

6 COOL PAPA BELLA 10-1 

JIGGY JOE S fast trotting mare came back to the races sharp showing push-button speed…PRETENDER is 

in good form…SLAY chased top home no match but held the show…COOL PAPA BELL can improve off 

return.  

RACE 7 

4 I DID IT MYWAY** 7-5 

7 ROCKS SHINING STAR 3-1 

9 MAD MAX HANOVER 4-1 

6 COLDCREEKQUESO 6-1 

I DID IT MYWAY finished willingly from an impossible spot in last at Northfield. His races in Kentucky were 

sharp and he draws well here…ROCKS SHINING STAR finished sharply in :25.4 in his first start in this 

series; much-improved 4yo ships in sharp…MAD MAX HANOVER came up a nose short against a field he 

should have beaten in last and now draws a tough post…COLDCREEKQUESO will make his Meadowlands 

debut and he’s shown that he an uncork a big mile around two turns.  

RACE 8 

1 SERMON 5-1 

9 BALENCIAGA 2-1 

4 IMMANUEL K S 5-1 

7 SWAN IN MOTION 5-1 

SERMON has come on nicely this year and has a shot here…BALENCIAGA had trot on both ends to miss by 

a neck against similar; looks like the one to beat despite the post…IMMANUEL K S was an easy winner at 

Pocono in his third U.S. start and could build on that for a sharp outfit…SWAN IN MOTION took care of 

business at 4-5 off a drop in last, steps up but this field doesn’t look that tough.  

RACE 9 

1 CAPTAIN COWBOY 2-1 

8 ENERGETIC HANOVER 5-2 

9 STONEBRIGE HELIOS 3-1 

5 TAURASI 6-1 

CAPTAIN COWBOY has developed nicely in his 4yo season…ENERGETIC HANOVER carved out the pace at 

Mohawk in last and was a neck shy of Captain Cowboy…STONEBRIDGE HELIOS was short in return but 

didn’t race badly and seems capable of much better…TAURASI ships in sharp for a top barn.  

RACE 10 

6 FOR ONCE INMY LIFE 2-1 

1 HUNTERS HERO 5-2 

8 MAMBA 3-1 

5 LOUSAIN BOLT 6-1 



FOR ONCE INMY LIFE left in :26.1 and finished in :25.2 in a solid placing the last time he raced over this 

track and I’ll give him the edge in a competitive group.  

RACE 11 

5 RIGGINSWIND 2-1 

2 SWEET TREASURE 2-1 

1 ANNA’S WISH 6-1 

4 LAURIE LEE 6-1 

RACE 12 

6 GOTWUTEVERITAKES 5-1 

3 SHINKANSEN 7-2 

7 CHAKE 5-1 

4 EPIC DREAMER 6-1 

RACE 13 

5 SNOOPY SNOOP 2-1 

7 BRUCE’S MAGIC 5-2 

8 SPIRIT OF TRUTH 3-1 

3 COLT FOURTY ONE 9-2 

RACE 14 

8 HEART OF DIXIE 7-5 

6 LITERL LAD HANOVER 3-1 

4 GAZOO 4-1 

5 LOU ED ZEPPELIN 6-1 

BEST BET: I DID IT MYWAY 7th Race 

 


